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a b s t r a c t

The aim of this paper is to present and evaluate a proposal for designing an off-grid

offshore electrolysis plant powered by wave energy. This plant includes PEM electro-

lyzers, a Reverse Osmosis system to produce water with adequate conductivity, a

compression unit to store the hydrogen for transport, and batteries for temporary storage

of electricity for short-time balances. First, the systems that compose the proposed plant

are justified and described. Then a proposal for sizing these subsystems is given, based on

using buoy-measured data at the expected location and simple mathematical models of

the different sections of the plant. Finally the performance of the plant in a specific location

is tested in detailed by using measured data, studying the influence of sizing on the ex-

pected performance.

Copyright ª 2013, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction This paper concentrates on offshore systems: the source
This paper refers to a renewable energy offshore plant to

produce hydrogen currently under development. It is well

known that hydrogen is a clean energy carrier independent of

energy sources [1]. The full benefits of hydrogen will be ob-

tained when is produced from renewable energy sources.

Different renewable energy sources have already been studied

for electrolyzation, such as wind [2,3] and solar energy [4,5];

the feasibility of these sources to produce hydrogen has been

demonstrated, with the main drawback the variability of

these sources (see, for example [5], for a detailed feasibility

and economical study), and the significant cost of solar

hydrogen [6].

There are some published works on using reverse osmosis

to obtain hydrogen from seawater, involving wave energy for

generating the energy for the process [7,8]. There are even

patents available that take into account this idea [9,10].
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considered in this work is wave energy as wave converters

provide lower variability in the energy production in com-

parison with other sources [11]. Offshore power links are

known to be significantly expensive [12], so the system is here

assumed to be fully isolated from the grid: it is parallel to the

grid independent wind-hydrogen generation presented in [6].

Thus, power consumption adapts to power production by

connecting or disconnecting sections of the electrolyzation

plant (following a Smart Grid approach for themicrogrid in the

plant), and using a temporary storage of electricity for short-

time balances and increase of autonomy (that is a relevant

issue in offshore installations). Automatic cleanings and

maintenance operations are scheduled in the sections that are

temporarily disconnected, to improve overall efficiency.

Compared with previous proposals [8e10], this paper con-

centrates on using commercially available components that

are already tested in the marine environment. Special
ail.com (Á. Serna).
ublications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 2 e Scheme of the WEC.
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attention is given to the modeling for sizing of the compo-

nents, the production of low-conductivity water for the elec-

trolysis and the control system.

In summary, the system presented here is composed of a

primary energy source, namely wave energy, which provides

electricity in order to produce hydrogen using PEM electro-

lyzers.Water for these electrolyzers is obtained from seawater

using membrane technologies based on Reverse Osmosis (RO

[13],). A temporary storage system, consisting of a set of bat-

teries for balancing production and demand is also installed.

The hydrogen is then transported to the final users by ships

(barges), after compression. It has been previously shown

([14]) that Energy Management Systems are the important

components in these off-grid electrolyzation facilities, to

improve efficiency of the process under variable production. A

simple strategy is proposed here, to connect/disconnect

components, depending on the amount of energy available,

the state of charge of the batteries, and the amounts of water

available for the electrolyzers and the desalination system.

The process diagram in Fig. 1 presents the fourmain blocks

of our proposal: the wave converters, the Reverse Osmosis

plant, the electrolysis unit and the compression unit. After the

introduction, the proposed components are described in

section 2, together with the proposed sizingmethodology, and

somemathematical models that can be used for this sizing. In

section 3, results and discussion are proposed. Finally, some

conclusions are provided in section 4.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Description of components

2.1.1. Wave converters
The number of companies that provide devices capable of

exploiting wave energy is increasing every day. The output

energy of a mechanism is basically determined by the system

characteristics and the wave weather in the area [15].

We assume here the use of a wave converter multibody

floating WEC, for offshore installations: the energy is
Fig. 1 e Proces
extracted by the relative motion of different parts of the

structure. The main advantage that these devices present is

that, in deep water (>40 m), there is a greater energy potential

because the waves have not yet experienced losses.

Fig. 2 depicts the Wave Converter used in this study: it is

composedofacommonsubmerged reference structure, formed

by a series of ballasts baskets, and connected through tension

wires. The total buoyancy force from the buoys is balanced by

ballasts baskets. The buoys are connected to the submerged

structure via hydraulic Power Take-Off (PTO) systems, which

converts themechanical energy into hydraulic energy,which is

later converted in a turbine into electrical energy.

One of the key points in the structural design and energy

extraction capacity of the device is the response to different

periods and wave heights (Fig. 3).

The devices have a maximum range of operation: The en-

ergy that can be used by a device is limited to a maximum

wave height and a minimum wave period.

2.1.2. Electrolysis
Electrolyzation is a mature, market-available technique that

can operate intermittently, producing large volumes of

hydrogen without greenhouse gases emissions, as long as the

electricity is provided by renewable sources [16].

In this proposal we focus on PEM electrolyzers, as they

have advantages in terms of safety when compared with
s diagram.
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Fig. 3 e Wave converter transfer function.
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alternative technologies (See [17] and references therein);

moreover, they have already been successfully tested in ma-

rine environments [18]. In the case of an acidic PEM cell, it is

assumed that liquid water splitting occurs according to the

following half-cell reactions [19]:

anode : H2OðliqÞ/1=2O2ðgÞ þ 2Hþ þ 2e�

cathode : 2Hþ þ 2e�/H2ðgÞ
full reaction : H2OðliqÞ/H2ðgÞ þ 1=2O2ðgÞ

Solvated protons formed at the oxygen-evolving anode of

the PEM cell migrate through the membrane to the cathode

where they are reduced to molecular hydrogen.

2.1.3. Water production
PEM electrolyzers have strict requirements in terms of the

inlet water to guarantee long-term performance: ionic con-

ductivity must be very low (in the order of a few mS, with the

number depending on the PEM membrane characteristics).

Taking into account the fact that the facility would be

installed offshore, desalination of seawater is the natural so-

lution; from the available desalination techniques, Reverse

Osmosis (RO) is selected, as it already being used in many

marine applications, it can be significantly automated, and

can be easily adapted to different flow and conductivity re-

quirements. Seawater RO water (with conductivity smaller

than 5 mS) has already being used for PEM electrolyzation

without a significant effect on performance [18].

RO is based on transport of water through a membrane by

porosity and/or diffusion (see scheme in Fig. 4). The chemical

and physical nature of the ROmembrane determines its ability

to allow for preferential transport of solvent (water) over solute

(salt ions). To ensure water flow through the RO membrane a

differenceofpressure isneededbetween thefeedandpermeate

sides of the membrane, that must be significantly greater than
Permeate
(Qper)

Retentate
(Qret)

Feed
(Qfeed)

Fig. 4 e Transport of water through a RO membrane by

porosity and/or diffusion.
the osmotic pressure: for seawater this gives operating pres-

sures around 60 bars [20]; the pressure at the retentate (water

withsalinitygreater thanthefeed) is frequently recoveredusing

specific devices, to improve energy efficiency.

For the proposed electrolysis application, a design such as

the one in Fig. 5 is proposed, that is adapted from a previous

design for automated desalination in remote areas with

renewable energies (see [13] for details); however, as the en-

ergy consumption of the desalination is much smaller than

that of electrolyzers, the electricity consumption of the RO

plant does not need to be directly balanced with the electricity

production, so operation at different flows is not needed.

Thus, frequency variators and automatically control dosifiers

are not included in the proposed design.

A typical concentration value of the seawater input is

around 40,000 mS/cm. There is a first stage that reduces the salt

concentration to 170 mS/cm, and a second stage to achieve a

concentration of less than 2 mS/cm, the concentration selected

for the electrolyzers (other values of conductivity can be easily

accommodated: the structure, energy consumption and cost

of the desalination plant will not significantly vary as long as

the output conductivity is in the order of a few mS/cm). One

important parameter is the cost energy per m3 of water pro-

duced. In this plant, it is estimated to be about 2 Kwh/m3.

2.1.4. Short-term energy storage
The proposed system is off-grid, so energy production and

demand must be constantly balanced. Several technologies

have been proposed for temporarily storage (see, for example

[6], for a review of technologies). In this case, as reliability is an

important issue, we will assume a standard Pb battery rack

system, as there is wide experience in marine applications.

2.2. Control system

A central component to ensure smooth operation of the fa-

cility is the control system that should constantly balance

electricity production and consumption, by adapting the

consumed loads (power of the pumps working in the reverse

osmosis plant, the electrolyzers and the hydrogen

compression).

It is assumed that the control system is based on the

following ideas:

� When the production is higher than the consumption the

energy is stored until the temporary storage system is

nearly full; then sections of the electrolyzer and compres-

sion systems are switched on.

� When the storage system is almost empty sections of the

electrolyzers and compression systems are switched off

(these sections are then automatically cleaned and main-

tenance operation carried out).

� The desalination is just switched on/off depending on the

amount of low-conductivity water stored in the tanks.

2.3. Sizing

In the proposed facility a central aspect of the design for a

specific location is the selection of sizes of components, in

order to ensure autonomous operation of the facility without

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.04.113
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Fig. 5 e Proposed structure of the desalination system.
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excessive capital or operation costs. In particular the

following parameters should be selected:

� The rated power consumption of the electrolyzers PEL (see

section 2.4.3).

� The rated flow of low-conductivity water that must be pro-

duced by the desalination plant Qper2, and the correspond-

ing flow of inlet seawater, Qfeed1.

� The volumes of seawater and low-conductivity water tanks

(VS and VP, respectively).

� The rated battery capacity CP.

In this kind of renewable energy installations it is impor-

tant to take into account the variability of the source: for this,

forecasts are usually needed. In this case, we assume that a

significant record of data measured in the location where the

wave converters would be placed is available (using buoys).

Thus, the sizing of the proposed facility can be carried out

based on the peak power PW of the wave converter and the

measured data, by using the models that will be presented in

section 2.4. As the impact of the electrolyzer investment cost

on the final cost of the H2 produced is high ([21]), it has already

been mentioned ([22]) that in order to reduce the production

costs, not all the energy captured should be transformed into

hydrogen, as this would imply huge investment costs to

consume the lastWatt hours. Thus, it is assumedhere that the

rated energy consumption of the electrolyzers is smaller than

the peak production of the Wave Energy Converters: the bal-

ance would be stored temporarily in batteries (or discharged if

they were fully charged).

The proposed methodology to select the plant parameters

is then the following:

i. Using the measured data, the evolution of the power

produced by the wave converters PW (t) is estimated.

ii. The rated power consumption of the electrolyzers PEL
(see section 2.4.3), is selected to ensure that the set of

electrolyzers is fully in operation for at least l% of the

time (this parameter would be a trade-off between the

cost of the electrolyzers and the cost of the wave con-

verters, as part of the produced energy will not be used.).

iii. The required flow of water produced by the desalination

system Qper2 can then be calculated from the water that

is required by the electrolyzers when all the set is in

operation. The corresponding flow of inlet seawater

Qfeed1 can be directly calculated from the recovery ratio

of the RO system.
iv. The tanks volumes are selected to ensure Da hours of

autonomy at all times.

v. The battery capacity CP is selected to ensureWa hours of

autonomy at all times andDOD (see section 2.4.5) always

between certain given limits.

2.4. Modeling

In order to carry out the proposed sizing methodology it is very

important to use adequatemodels of the process, to predict the

evolutionofhydrogenproductionwith time.Thus, somemodels

of the components are now presented, in order to be used for

estimation of the production using buoy-measured data.

2.4.1. Wave converters model
To evaluate the energy produced by the wave converter,

waves are considered to travel along the surface of the sea

with an approximate sinusoidal profile, characterized in

terms of the time between successive crests and the size of

these crests [23]. Wave height and period are represented by

statistical measurements, the most common are the signifi-

cant wave height, Hs(t) (around four time the root-mean

square of the wave height during a given window), and the

wave period Tp(t). By multiplying the wave converter transfer

function (Fig. 3) with the using buoy-measured data of the sea

location, the mean absorbed power during a specific time

period of the device can be derived ðPWÞ.

2.4.2. Desalination model
A simplifiedmodel presented in [24] is used here, based on the

complete one. The equations are similar for the two RO stages

that are proposed in this paper. If a mass balance in steady

state is made in the membrane inlet and outlets (see Fig. 4),

the equation is:

Q feed1$Cfeed1 � Q per1$Cper1 ¼ Q ret1$rret1 (1)

where Qfeed1 and Qper1 are the flow rates in the first section of

the feed and the permeate, respectively, in m3/h, Cfeed1 and

Cper1 are the salt concentrations in the feed and in the

permeate in kg/m3, Qret1 is the salt flow, and rret1 is the density

of this flow. The flow rate of the concentrate through the

membrane is defined by:

Q ret1 ¼ B1$
�
Cfeed1 � Cper1

�
(2)

where B1 is the membrane permeability coefficient for salt. It

represents a unique constant for each membrane type, and

Cfeed1 � Cper1 is the driving force for the mass transfer of salts.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.04.113
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The rate of water passage through a semi-permeable

membrane (Qper1) is defined in equation (3).

Q per1 ¼ A1$
�
pfeed1 � pper1 � p1

�
(3)

where pfeed1 is the feed pressure, pper1 is the pressure in the

permeate, p1 is the osmotic pressure differential across the

membrane, and A1 is the membrane permeability coefficient

for water. The term A1 represents a unique constant for each

membranematerial type, and the terms of pressurewithin the

parentheses is the net driving pressure or net driving force for

the mass transfer of water across the membrane. The equa-

tion defining the osmotic pressure is as follows:

p1 ¼ a$
�
Cfeed1 � Cper1

�
$T (4)

where a is the osmotic coefficient, and T is the temperature in

K.

The salinity of the permeate, Cper1, depends on the relative

rates of water and salt transport through the reverse osmosis

membrane, as equation (5) describes:

Cper1 ¼ Q ret1

Q per1
(5)

The fact that water and salt have different mass transfer

rates through a given membrane creates the phenomenon of

salt rejection. No membrane is ideal, in the sense that it

absolutely rejects salts; rather, the different transport rates

create an apparent rejection. The equations (2) and (3) explain

important design considerations in RO systems. For example,

an increase in operating pressure will increase water flow

without changing salt flow, thus resulting in lower permeate

salinity. There must be appropriate values of concentrations

at the outlet of the permeate flux, because the water electro-

lyzers work with very low conductivity salt (<2 mS/cm).

Knowing the flow rate in the input and output of the

reverse osmosis plant, the hydraulic power consumed for

each pump (Phyd1) can be calculated with equation (6), where

rfeed is the density of the flow rate and H1 is the dynamic head

of the pump (that is a function of pressure [24]).

Phyd1 ¼ rfeed$g$H1$Q feed1 (6)

For the second section, a parallel set of equations can be

easily derived, to estimate Phyd2.

Finally, the value of the electrical power consumed by the

two pumps in the process, PRO, is obtained with equation (7).

PRO ¼ Phyd1$wpump1$wengine1 þ Phyd2$wpump2$wengine2 (7)

where wx are the efficiencies of pumps and their engines.

2.4.3. Electrolyzation model
PEM technology is one of the most promising water electrol-

ysis technology for direct coupling with renewable electrical

sources [25,26]. The purpose here is to use a simple PEMwater

electrolyzer model that predicts energy and water consump-

tions and hydrogen production, so a simplified electro-

chemical submodel will be described based on [27].

From a thermodynamic point of view, the minimum

voltage to start the water electrolysis reaction corresponds to

the sum of the reversible potential for each semi reaction

described in 2.1.2 at both electrodes.
These minimum potentials are affected by pressure and

temperature conditions of the reactions. Moreover, in real

systems higher potential must be applied due to kinetics los-

ses at the bipolar plates, electrodes and internal resistances in

the cell. Hence, when current is flowing through the elec-

trodes the operating voltage for a single cell (Vcell) is given by

the reversible voltage and the sum of different over potentials.

For PEM electrolytic cells:

Vcell ¼ Urev þ ðha þ haÞ þ hU (8)

a) Reversible voltage

The reversible voltage or open circuit voltage at the cell

(Urev) in equation (8), depends on the temperature and pres-

sure of reaction. This dependence can be theoretically esti-

mated from thermodynamic calculations on the change of the

Gibbs free energy or from the electrochemical point of view

using the Nernst equation for water electrolysis (9). Assuming

H2 and O2 as ideal gases, water as an incompressible fluid and

ideal gaseliquid phases mixture can simplify the calculations

of thermodynamic variables and activity coefficients

ðaH2O; aH2 ; aO2 Þ.

UrevðT;pÞ ¼ DGðTÞ
nF

þ RT
nF

$ln

"
aH2O

aH2
$
�
aO2

�1=2
#

(9)

Therefore, for low-pressure or atmospheric applications the

effect of the pressure can be neglected in order to simplify the

model. Reversible voltage for water electrolysis at constant

atmospheric pressure is empirically given by [28]:

UrevðTÞ ¼ 1:5184� 1:5421$10�3 þ 9:523$10�5Tln Tþ 9:84$10�8T2

(10)

b) Electrodes overpotential

When current flows through the electrolytic cell, charge

transfer andmass transport phenomena in the electrodemust

be considered. These limitations on the semi reactions are

known as activation and concentration over potentials

respectively. On each electrode, one of the branches (oxida-

tion at the anode and reduction at the cathode) will dominate

during operation. Therefore, the anodic and cathodic activa-

tion over potentials (ha and hc respectively) in equation (8) can

be written as:

ha ¼
RT
aazF

$ln

�
ia
i0;a

�
(11)

hc ¼
RT
aczF

$ln

�
ic
i0;c

�
(12)

where ac and aa are defined as the charge transfer coefficients

for the cathode and the anode respectively. Many reactions

tend toward symmetry, so with no information available it is

usual to assume both charge transfer coefficients as 0.5. In

water electrolysis z ¼ 2. i0,a and i0,c are the exchange current

densities for each electrode. The activation overpotential is

highly affected for these values, which depend on the used

electrocatalyst, electrode morphology, age, pressure, tem-

perature and other factors.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.04.113
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A value of i0,ref at reference temperature must be chosen

from literature or from manufacture’s information, then:

i0 ¼ i0;ref$e

�
Epro

R

�
1
T
� 1
Tref

�	
(13)

where Eexc can be defined as the activation energy for the

electrode reaction. During the global reaction, each electrode

has its own contribution to the activation over potential (i.e,

hact ¼ hact,a þ hact,c). However this contribution is not sym-

metric, typically the values of the exchange current density at

the anode electrode are much lower at the cathode side (e.g

10�7 A/cm2 in PteIr anode and 10�3 A/cm2 in Pt cathode at

80 �C[29]. In this sense the cathode contribution to the acti-

vation overpotential can be neglected. At high current den-

sities transport limitations cannot be neglected.

c) Resistive overpotential

The ohmic over potential in equation (8) could be

expressed by:

hU ¼ ðRele þ RionÞi ¼ Rii (14)

where Rele and Rion are the electronic and ionic contribution to

the resistive losses. The addition of the two contributions can

be defined as the normalized interfacial resistance (Ri [U cm2]).

Rele increases with the operation temperature, it is due to

the electrical resistance of the cell components with the

exception of the electrolyte (bipolar and current collector

plates, gas diffusion layers, and electrode layers).

The ionic resistance of the membrane (Rion) is due to the

resistance to the protons transport in the polymeric mem-

brane. Thus ionic resistance can be expressed as a function of

the thickness (tm) and the conductivity (s) of the membrane.

Rion ¼ tm
s

(15)

The temperature dependence of the membrane conductiv-

ity is modeled using an Arrhenius expression [30]:

sðTÞ ¼ sref$e

�
Epro

R

�
1

Tref
� 1
T

�	
(16)

where Epro is a temperature independent parameter which

represents the activation energy for proton transport in the

membrane. In practice, the main contribution to the resistive

losses is expected to arise from Rion, since conductivity of the

membrane is usuallymuch lower than conductivity of the rest

of components. Thus neglecting the Rele contribution does not

imply a significant error.

Finally, equation (17) gives the power consumed for a sin-

gle cell (PEL) where Icell is the current of the cell:

PEL ¼ Vcell$Icell (17)

2.4.4. Compressor model
For real gases far above their boiling temperature, the ther-

modynamic process of compression can be described by the

adiabatic compression equation (18):

PC ¼ mH2
$

�
g

g� 1

	
$p0$V0$

��
p1

p0

� g
g�1

� 1

	
(18)
where PC is the power consumed in the compression process,

p0 the initial pressure, p1 the final pressure, V0 the initial

specific volume, g the ratio of specific heats, and mH2
is the

hydrogen production rate (kg/h) [31].

In both isothermal and adiabatic compression, the

compression work is the difference between the final and

initial energy states of the gas. At identical final pressures, the

different compression processes yield different temperatures

of the compressed medium. In the ideal isothermal case, the

temperature would remain constant, while it rises consider-

ably under adiabatic conditions. Moreover, the compression

work depends on the nature of the gas.

2.4.5. Electricity storage model
The batteries are used to provide energy to the reverse

osmosis plant and electrolyzers when not enough power is

provided by the wave converters.

I ¼ PW � POS � PEL � PC

V
(19)

where I is the amperage of the battery, V is the battery voltage

and P with different subscripts are the power supplied by the

wave converter (PW) and the power consumed in the reverse

osmosis plant (POS), electrolyzers (PEL) and compression unit

(PC). The equation relating the capacity of the battery and the

amperage is as follows (20):

dCR

dt
¼ h

Ik

3600
(20)

where CR is the rated capacity at that discharge rate, t the time,

k is Peukert’s coefficient and h is the efficiency of the battery.

The key decision variable, the depth of discharge (DOD) of a

battery, is the percentage of capacity to which it is discharged.

Values approaching 1 correspond to the battery being almost

discharged. The DOD is given by the expression below, where

Cp is Peukert’s capacity.

DOD ¼ 1� CR

CP
(21)

3. Results and discussion

To validate the proposed offshore hydrogen platform and the

sizing methodology, a case-study was carried out for a spe-

cific location in the North Sea, selected by its good wave

regime and proximity to potential hydrogen consumers. For

this location, buoy data was measured for 165 days (wave

heights, periods, water salinity and temperature, etc). Based

on this data, a platform was designed using the proposed

sizing methodology with the following parameters in the

models:

� Reverse Osmosis plant: Qfeed1 ¼ 11.4 m3/h, Cfeed1 ¼ 18 kg/m3,

B1¼B2¼0.01m3/h∙bar,A1¼A2¼0.2m3/h∙bar,pfeed1¼52bar,

pper1 ¼ 1.5 bar, a ¼ 0.003 bar m3/Kg∙K, rfeed ¼ 1000 kg/m3,

g¼ 9.8m/s2,wpump1 ¼ wpump2 ¼ 0:54; wengine1 ¼ wengine2 ¼ 0:55.

� Electrolysis:Tref¼320K,T¼293K,sref¼10000S/m, i¼10000A/

m2, i0,ref ¼ 10A/m2, Eexc ¼ 53990 J/mol, Epro ¼ 18912 J/mol,

tm ¼ 0.0002 m, Icell ¼ 55000 A, R ¼ 8.314 J/mol∙K, F ¼ 96485 C/

mol.
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� Compression: g ¼ 1.41, V0 ¼ 11.1 m3/kg, p0 ¼ 1 bar,

p1 ¼ 200 bar.

� Batteries: V ¼ 12 V, k ¼ 1.12, h ¼ 0.9.

Based on the measurements and these parameters, the

results of the sizing of the components following the proce-

dure proposal in section 2.3 are the following:

� PEL ¼ 0:44 MW.

� Qfeed1 ¼ 11.4 m3/h.

� Qper2 ¼ 0.066 m3/h.

� VS ¼ 45 m3.

� Vp ¼ 1 m3.

� Cp ¼ 3000 Ah (15∙200 Ah).

Figs. 6e11 show the expected operation for the nominal
parameters on 165 days with buoy measurements. It can be

seen that the proposed system operates adequately:

- As can be seen in Fig. 6, the value of power provided by the

wave converter varies between 0 and 1 MW due to the

uniqueness of the wave conditions.
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Table 1 e Results of the total parameters and
consumptions.

H2 produced
(Nm3)

Energy
consumed

in electrolysis
(MWh)

Energy
produced
by WEC
(MWh)

Fresh
water

produced
(m3)

Seawater
consumed

(m3)

262,000 1102 1336 260 45,030
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- Fig. 7 shows the flow of hydrogen produced: it can be seen

that the proposed controller adapts production to the

available energy.

- Fig. 8 depicts the used power. As expected, the electrolysis

process consumes most of the power (four sections of

110 kW were assumed); compression consumes between 10

and 40 kW and RO consumes 20 kW when it is connected.

- It can be seen in Fig. 9 the power balance of the plant (power

supplied minus power consumed).

- The battery’s Depth of Discharge (DOD) changes along time

as depicted in Fig. 10: it evolves between the required range,

without fully discharging or overcharging (which is known

to significantly decrease battery life).

- Finally, Fig. 11 depicts the amount of low-conductivity water

stored.

Table 1 summarizes the total parameters and consump-

tions. This corresponds to a mean production of 1595 Nm3H2/

day, consuming4.2kWh/Nm3H2 (thatconformsto the4.3kWh/

Nm3H2 reported in [21]): 88% is used in the electrolyzers, 9% in

compression and 3% for desalination and other uses.
4. Conclusions

A proposal for using wave energy to produce hydrogen in

offshore plants is studied in this paper, based on a system

completely isolated from the electrical grid, so a grid
independent system is used, based on adapting power con-

sumption to power production by connecting or disconnecting

sections of the electrolyzation plant, and using a temporary

storage of electricity for short-time balances. After presenting

the proposal design of the facility, which consists of a desa-

lination system, PEM electrolyzers and hydrogen compres-

sion, a controller has been proposed, and some guidelines for

sizing the plant for specific locations have been given.

These sizing is based on using buoy data at the proposed

location, and a multi-component model-based simulation,

whichmakes possible to reproduce the effect of measured sea

conditions (heightorwaveperiod)on thehydrogenproduction.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed platform,

this proposal has been evaluated for one specific location,

using buoy-measured data for sizing the proposed platform at

this location. The selected designwas then evaluated in terms

of hydrogen production and evolution of the platform pa-

rameters, showing how the proposed design methodology

makes possible to produce hydrogen in a sustainable way.
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